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Introd
duction
At fielld strengths of 7 Tesla and above, severe B1 inhomogeneitie
es cause probleems due to nonn-uniform contraast and SNR disstributions. Mosst
metho
ods proposed to
o mitigate these problems rely on
o multi-channel transmit system
ms. On systems with a single traansmit channel, one is limited to
adiabaatic pulses [1], unaccelerated
u
spatially selective
e pulses or simp
ply increasing thhe transmit volttage [2]. Recently, the TIAMO m
method [3,4] wa
as
introd
duced for multi-cchannel systemss. In this work we
w propose using this method i n PD- and T2-w
weighted spin echo imaging to h
homogenize head
imagees using volume coils and increasse penetration depth
d
with surface loop coils on single-channel ssystems.
In the original TIAMO
O method, two different sets of phases and amp
plitudes are appplied in an interleaved fashion to a multi-chann
nel transmit array
to acq
quire two image
es. These inhom
mogeneous images can be com
mbined via sum
m of squares to achieve a morre homogeneous image withou
ut
compllete signal drop
pouts. In the sin
ngle-channel varriant of TIAMO,, we propose a cquiring two im
mages with diffeerent transmit aamplitudes in an
interleeaved fashion. In
n this way the dark
d
areas where the refocusingg pulse does nott achieve flip anngles close to α = 180° + (n∙360°°) are in differen
nt
positio
ons in the two im
mages. The resulting combined image
i
should be
e much more hoomogeneous.
Materrials and Methods
All imaaging experimen
nts were perform
med on a 7 Teslaa Magnetom whole-body MR syystem (Siemens H
Healthcare Secto
or, Erlangen Gerrmany). For brain
imagin
ng, a commerciaally available 1ch transmit/ 32ch receive head coil
c (Nova Mediical, Inc., Wilminngton MA, USA)) was used. Thiss head coil uses a
circulaarly polarized birdcage for transsmit. The second
d coil is a comm
mercially availabble 1ch Tx/Rx looop coil (Rapid Biomedical, Rimp
par, Germany). In
vivo im
maging with the head coil was performed
p
in a male
m volunteer in axial orientati on, and in vitro experiments with the loop coil were carried ou
ut
in a ch
heckerboard phaantom inside a water
w
canister.
B1 maapping was perfo
ormed with a prre-saturation turrbo flash sequen
nce. For in vivo bbrain imaging, thhe transmit amp
plitude of the firrst image was se
et
to thee value at which the correct flip angle was achieved in the cente
er of the brain; tthe second transsmit amplitude w
was set to a valu
ue to achieve the
correcct flip angle at th
he point of minim
mum B1 in the axial
a
slice througgh the brain.
In imaaging with the lo
oop coil, the traansmit amplitude for the first im
mage was set too a value so that no dark bandss due to oversho
oots were visible
(correct flip angle at the
t surface of th
he phantom). Th
he transmit amp
plitude for the ssecond image was set to 4 timees this value to aachieve a greate
er
penetration depth.
Resultts and Discussio
on
Figurees 1 A-C) show the results for an axial slice
througgh the brain. While A) an
nd B) show
prono
ounced signal degradations,
d
th
he combined
imagee C) appears much more homoggeneous. The
time-aaveraged transm
mit power for im
mage B) was
3.34 times higher thaan for A), resulting in a timeaveragged power for image C) of 2.1
17 times the
powerr of the standard image A). The increased
acquissition time can be
b compensated
d by investing
the higher mean SN
NR into higher acceleration
factors with the multtichannel receivve array. The
nce of the transmit inhomogene
eity on image
influen
brighttness is visibly de
ecreased.
Figurees 1 D-F) show the
t results for the
t loop coil.
While D) shows a low
w penetration depth
d
and E)
showss distinct band
ding near the surface, the Fig. 1:
A-C) PD-weighted brrain images: firstt, second and co
ombined image.
combiined image F) combines high penetration
D-F) T2
T weighted phaantom images: ffirst, second and
d combined imagges.
depth with significanttly reduced band
ding.
or E) was 16 times that of D), so
o that the time-aaveraged powerr of F) was 8.5 tiimes that of A). Unlike adiabaticc
The time-averaged traansmit power fo
using pulses which also have a high cost in terms of transmit power, this TIAMO
O-like method dooes not cause ph
hase instability [[1].
refocu
In [4] it was shown that the image con
ntrast in PD/T2-w
weighted TIAMO
O images remainns correct. The rresults show that this TIAMO-likke method is an
easy w
way to increase uniformity
u
and average
a
SNR of brain
b
images and
d increase penettration depth with loop coils on a single-channeel transmit
system
m. However, the
e method does come at the cost of a factor 2 inccrease in acquisi tion time.
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